
EQUALITY - Part 1.  
 

 The sun came to me like a big radiant ball.  

 I entered the Sun directly and nothing happened to me, even though it was extremely hot.  

 I'm part of it, I blended into with the Sun. 

 I have merged with him and I am a part of it, so I travel with the Sun through the Universe.  

 I like it a lot.  

 

 Question: What's out there?  

 Answer: I perceive all the planets the Sun gives life to because it allows life within reach of 

its energy field. His planetary planets created the solar system.  

 It's a deal. They are not forced to be bounded in the energy field of the Sun. They decided 

themselves they wanted to be part of this system. It is their free decision that the Sun holds them 

with its power.   

 The sun holds them with its magnetism, but only because they wanted it.  

Who did not want to do so simply did not join, or in other words did not become part of the 

whole system that was formed and then, based on mutual agreement, certain rules started to apply in 

that community.  

 The rules were created so that the community could work, progress, live and develop.                

The Sun's energy field was so large and powerful so it could sustain all the planets that were free 

beings who wanted to be part of this community,  

 For this to work, the physical laws and cosmic principles apply, and when another body or 

being appears and it does not respect the physical laws that have been established by agreement of 

all beings, the system sucks it inside. Not that the creature wanted it, but by approaching it, it 

violated the laws that other beings created by mutual agreement. 

 All other beings in the universe know the agreements and rules that have been created and 

are created between those free beings.  

The creature who decided to come decided to knowingly break the rules, and that's why the 

system sucked it inside. .  

 This applies throughout the universe, not just to the Solar System, but also to other planetary 

systems, galaxies that arise with some purpose because they arise from the free decision of the 

beings who have decided to create that community.  

 It is a picture of the Law of the Universe: both up, down, as in larges so in small, and both 

inside and out, because as it works on Mother Earth, among human beings, when they form 

marriages, states or other communities with laws and structures, so it works throughout the 

Universe too.  

 Here on Mother Earth everyone knows the rules of society, but there are always human 

beings who decide not to respect them and knowingly disregard or violate them, as well as in the 

Universe.  

 Just as in human society, if we do not respect the laws of life in that community, whoever 

violates the rules bears the consequences for his decisions and deeds, so it works in the Universe 

too.  

 Sometimes those system rules are so strict and harsh that the foreign element that wants to 

join the community would not find with his input the energy connection - the circle, through which 

the community is tied. Thus the element is destroyed due to breaking the energy connection and the 

community will not allow him to enter it. 

 And whoever comes close to the community energetically, is simply destroyed, or is 

absorbed or is energetically sucked inside it and then he is not allowed to leave the community.  

 This is also happening on earth in human society.  



 You create secret societies and communities, and it is true that when a human being becomes 

a member, then he is not allowed to abandon it. And if he wanted to do so, he would pay for it with 

his own life.  

 It is again the image of the Cosmic Law: both up and down, both in large so in small, and 

both inside and out.  

 Some systems are energetically open and allow human beings to enter the community and 

when they decide to leave the community, they are allowed to leave it.  

 And such communities that are open and allow beings to freely enter and leave and where 

the free will of beings is respected, these communities YOU call – ,,the democracy,,.   

And those communities that do not allow the beings who entered them to freely decide and 

get out, those communities YOU call – ,,the dictatorship,,. Such a community, is ruled by the 

superiority and power of the strongest being who controls it.  

 And from that moment where you as a human society have accepted as your own Leader the 

head of pride - Superiority, you created a hierarchical system of power and the first thing you 

introduced was the dictatorship in your own personal relationships, namely the dictatorship of 

power, decision-making and domination of man over woman.  

 And you called this institution a marriage.  

 But it was a dictatorship in which the rules of the stronger one applied and when a weaker 

person has entered it, she had no opportunity to get out, she had no right to make free decisions, she 

had to meet all the rules, laws and regulations created by this community based on the rule of the 

stronger one.   

 And there was no Sacred Love in this union.  

 Only today in your company have you begun to change the patterns of this union, precisely 

because you have allowed that LOVE enters it. 

 And it is LOVE, its energy, which has begun to change all the rules 

and laws of this union and has turned the dictatorship of power into 

democracy, mutual respect for the free decision of the two beings that 

make up this union.  

 And from the perspective of the human being, it is a very long way to 

make this change from the dictatorship of power to respect for the freedom 

and free decision of the two EQUAL beings that create that union, because 

in the Universe the Law of Conservation of Energy applies.  
 And since that moment where you as a human society have accepted the head of pride - 

Superiority and the idea of superiority as part of yourself, you created this dictatorship based on the 

rule of the stronger one. The rules and laws of this union were for woman as such was extremely 

strict and she had to give up upon her freedom, free decision making about herself, her children 

who were born into this union. She had to give up her property in benefit of her husband, she had to 

swear to him absolute obedience, submissiveness, servility and loyalty.  

 And since you repeatedly incarnate to Mother Earth into new lives, you have repeatedly 

spoken these oaths throughout the line of your being.  

 And by the Law of Conservation of Energy, these oaths are still part of you, until you reach 

such state of consciousness based on your past life experiences, that you can realize it, accept it and 

claim back your sacred right to make a free decision.  

And then you will be able to decide freely to cancel all these promises and oaths in yourself. 

 And I am not telling you this only in relation to women, but generally to all human beings, 

because you can be born as a woman and sometimes as a man too.  

 Therefore, while being here on Mother Earth, you have given all these promises whether 

you were born as a woman or as a man.  

 Therefore, not only women need to free themselves and abolish these promises and oaths to 

return their freedom to themselves, but men do too.  



 The energy of Love, of the unconditional Love,  which you create 

as human beings in your heart when you feel Sacred Love or hold 

your beloved children in your arms,  is the only energy in your 

subsequent incarnations that can dissolve these promises and oaths 

from subconscious levels and transform them again into the energy of 

Love.  
 But you know from your mankind history how much hatred, misunderstanding, 

misinterpretation, non-acceptance, meanness arises in these unions.  

 Only a few human beings have been able to preserve this unconditional Love throughout 

their lives in their hearts, and therefore, in general, you have not been able to break these energy 

bonds and connections with each other and transform them into the energy of Love, and they still 

persist among you.  

 These energies are stored in your subconsciousness, where these energies work very 

intensively and create your behaviour patterns in your life here and now.  

 And so, when a man and a woman fall in love and in a state of affection they experience 

unconditional Love between them, eventually, it will disappear, fade away because in everyday life 

those energies of ancient promises and oaths have created behaviour patterns that subconsciously 

influence the behaviour of these human beings. Gradually they will become possessive, they will 

want to make decision for their partner, about their children, they will take what belongs to both and 

call it theirs, they do not wish well to their partners, they will want the other one to obey, to be 

submissive, to give up their free will so they can take decisions for them.   

 This is because, on those subconscious levels, they demand that the partner keeps and fulfils 

the promises and oaths she/he made in the past times when the dictatorship of the stronger being 

over the weaker reigned in marriage because the Law of Conversation of Energy applies.  

 And when you knowingly break these promises and oaths that you have made, whether by 

force or by  free will or in good faith, only then you can begin to decide freely in this marriage.  

 But it still does not mean that the other being will begin to accept your right to freely decide, 

because she/he may insist that you keep the promises and oaths you have made.  

 In order for freedom, respect and democracy to return to this union, the other being also 

needs to return energetically his/her promises and oaths to the right person.   

 Only then the EQUALITY returns to this relationship.  

 Unless that happens, one of those beings will not feel free because the other one will insist 

on keeping the promises and oaths that his/her partner has given her/him.  

 And there is NO  EQUALITY in this relationship. 

 

 

 

 

 


